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About the Staging of Tonight's Play 
There is not much point in attempting here an elaborate analysis or 
explanation of The Taming of The Shrew. Shakespeare wrote it, possibly 
in haste and with the aid of a collaborator, at some time between 1594 and 
1598, and it was first performed by his company. It is not one of his 
greatest efforts, but no matwr for that: while the romantic plot of Bian~a 
and her lovers (considerably cut for this production) is routine and often 
flat in the writing, the farcical duelling of Katherine and Petruchio is as 
full of life and fun as it ever was. How Petruchio's methods of dealing with 
his shrew might impre11s that r;olemn-sounding modern personage, the 
marriage-counsellor, we canot imagine; in any event, this is a problem of 
small importance. 
The Taming of The Shrew has been staged in various ways, from more 
or less faithful reproductions of Elizabethan style to modern dresl!. The 
present production does not attempt any single historical manner, but in 
a general way suggests a performance of strolling players in the hall of an 
English Renaissance mansion. The sixteenth century in Europe saw the 
growth in various countries of such acting companies--the most famous of 
them being the Italian companies of the Commedia dell'arte. Renaissance 
actors sometimes settled in theatres in the cities (as Shakespeare's own 
company was settled in The Globe in London), while others wandered the 
countryside, acting in public squat·es or halls for popular audiences, or for 
more restricted audiences in the houses of people of rank and fortune. 
The Shrew is a play within a play. The drunken Sly is picked up by 
the huntsmen of a noble lord, bt·ought to that nobleman's house and, when 
he revives, is persuaded that he is himself of noble blood. He receives 
appropriate entertainment, which includes the performance of a play by a 
company of wandering actors. The play which they perform is that of 
Bianca and her suitors, of Katherine and Petruchio. 
Our production of course retains the Induction, in which is to be found 
some of the best comedy of the play. Sly is present throuJhout the per-
fonnance and does not depart until the close of the play. Shakespeare 
presumably wrote a final scene in which he disposed of Sly, but such a 
scene has never been discovered, and the director is free to settle with the 
drunken tinker as best he may. 
Shakespeare's line of action has been blurred by too much scenery. 
In his time people did not demand the decor they do today in ordet· t.:~ 
follow the action. Movies have relieved the spectator of his imagination. 
We didn't want a cluttered stage; we had to have some way of moving 
swiftly from city square to garden, to interior rooms. We solved the 
problem by simply following Shakespeare's conception vf staging. 


